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I don’t like the idea 
of an ‘article-of-the 
future’







How is research changing?

How are expectations on 

researchers changing?

How should one publish in 

light of these changes?

What are the implications of 

technological 

advancements? 



How is publishing 
your research 
changing?





How is publishing your research 
changing?
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Doing research is increasingly 
demanding and complex
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Publication models

(Social) networking
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Back to the article-of-the-

future
Enriching your article

Wrapping up

Publishing research as a 

cluster

AGENDA

‘Article’ of the future?



1880
Elsevier founded in Rotterdam 

1931
Elsevier begins international 
scientific publishing 

1791
Elzevir ceases publishing

1583
First known Elzevir publication

1638
Elzevir publishes 
Galileo’s Two New 
Sciences

1993
Reed International merges 
with Elsevier NV 

2015
Operating company’s changed 
to RELX Group



Elsevier moved a print 
product onto an 
electronic medium

1997





“Although basically built around the content of the 
printed journals, ScienceDirect is likely to fuel the 
controversy about the acceptance of the Internet as 
a venue for publication of original scientific works. 
This is a highly sensitive issue going directly to the 
core of the scientific validation process.”

Bruno Giussani, NY Times



Things 
change



What is consumed

Submission and peer review

Distribution and dissemination

Search and retrieval strategies



What about the 
classic object that 

is a scholarly 
publication?



91%



2009



Diversifying publishable content

Reproducibility and Data

Online reading experience

Publishing innovation





Navigation Reading experience Added value
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In-Article 
Enrichments



Tip 1

Consult the journal’s Guide for Authors and 
follow the instructions for article 
enrichments.



Author submitted

Elsevier created



Road to Enrichment

Pick

Prepare

Preview

Position

Publish

1

2

3

4

5

https://www.elsevier.com/authors/author-services/enrichments



Road to Enrichment
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Prepare
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Publish
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‘The maximum file size is 500KB’
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Road to Enrichment

Pick

Prepare

Preview

Position

Publish

1

2

3

4

5

‘File1.nii here’.



æ Road to Enrichment

Pick
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Preview
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Publish
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Peer reviewed

Non-Peer reviewed



Interactive Data Visualization

Article Promotion & Multimedia

Context & Reference



3D Radiological Data

3D Molecular Models and 
Crystallographic Data

3D Neuroimaging

3D Geometric Shapes 
and Models

Interactive MATLAB 
Figures

Interactive Phylogenetic Trees

Data Visualization

Interactive Plots

Interactive U3D models

Geospatial Data

Virtual Microscope



‘The purpose of visualization is 
insight, not pictures.’

Ben Shneiderman





3D Viewers



3D Radiological Data

3D Neuroimaging

3D Molecular Models and 
Crystallographic Data

3D Geometric Shapes and Models

Interactive U3D models

DICOM, DICM, CDRZIP, DCM, IMA  

U3D, PLY, OBJ, STL, VTK, JPG, TIFF, BMP, MTL 

HDR, IMG, NII

PDB, PS, MOL, MOL2, CIF

OBJ, PLY, MTL, JPG, PNG





Geospatial 
Data



.kml
Files



Virtual 
Microscope

3D rendering of an E10.5 
embryo within yolk sac 

imaged by iodine contrast 
microCT

https://elseviervm.kitware.fr/elsevierdp/viewer/index?data=VM03103-VM03104&time=20170320102200&signature=VM03103-VM03104baedc884cf677b0ae4cf731eba3c0ce1&platform=SD


X

Y

Z

https://elseviervm.kitware.fr/elsevierdp/viewer/index?data=VM03103-VM03104&time=20170320102200&signature=VM03103-VM03104baedc884cf677b0ae4cf731eba3c0ce1&platform=SD






Tip 2

How you visualize your research (results) can 
be as personal as your style of writing. If a 
capability is missing, please tell us! 



Antibody Data

Chemical Compounds

Lipid Structures Viewer

Gene Expression 
Omnibus Linked Data

Genome Data

Context & Reference
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Information:
• Structure drawing
• Reaxys link
• CAS Number
• PubChem ID
• Molecular formula
• Molecular weight
• Download options



Antibodies
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Tip 3

Check which accession numbers or other 
identifiers a journal allows for the key 
concepts in your article – and include them!



AudioSlides

Promotion & 
Multimedia

Featured Author Videos

Interactive Questions



Broadcast research







AudioSlides



Narration



Post 
Acceptance







Tip 4

Invest time in sharing your research on social 
or other media – using your existing research 
article or such a tool as a video 
abstract/AudioSlide.



The median usage of the articles with AudioSlides is up to 50 
percent higher. While it’s difficult to show causation directly, 
we observed that this increase in usage is particularly strong 
when authors actively use their AudioSlides presentations to 

promote their work on other websites or social media. 





We’ll build it and 
they will come … 
Right?



.mol

Creation time, date, 

application used

X Y Z

Atom block

Bond block

Properties block



1%



Getting them 
interested



Author Choice



Tip 5

Consider clearly how publishing changes can 
improve your publication and aid 
reproducibility – if you need it, we will (do 
our best to) build it.



User-
friendly

Personal

Social

Secure

Discoverable



Tip 6

Use ScienceDirect and give us as much 
feedback as you can: what works, what does 
not, what are missing, what can you do 
without?
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Getting the highest publication 
value out of your research

Research Data, reproducibility 
and being a good citizen

Changing modes of scientific 
output





Methods Software NotebookProtocol

Start 
Project

Research

Publish



MethodsX publishes 

the small but 

important 

customizations 

made to methods 

every day. By 

releasing the hidden 

gems from your lab 

book, you can get 

credit for the time, 

effort and money put 

in to making 

methods work for 

you. 

HardwareX promote

s free and open 

source designing, 

building and 

customizing of 

scientific 

infrastructure 

(hardware). It recogn

izes researchers for 

the time and effort in 

developing scientific 

and is open to input 

from all scientific, 

technological and 

medical disciplines.

SoftwareX aims to 

acknowledge the 

impact of software 

on today's research 

practice, and on new 

scientific discoveries 

in almost all 

research 

domains. SoftwareX

also aims to stress 

the importance of 

the software 

developers who are, 

in part, responsible 

for this impact.



Tip 7

Create a publication strategy: how many 
things in your research can you publish?



Reproducibility 
the ability of a researcher to duplicate the 
results of a prior study using the same 
materials as were used by the original 
investigator



Store
Upload to Mendeley Data – a certified, free-to-use 
repository that hosts open data in all formats and from all 
disciplines. Upload and store your data (including raw and 
processed data, tables, code and software) in the 
repository and your data will receive a DOI, making it 
independently citable and discoverable



Link
Create bidirectional links between repositories relevant to 
your research your article on ScienceDirect. Readers get 
one-click access to that data helping them to validate 
your research or drive further investigations.



Enrich
When publishing your research online, you are no longer 
confined to static visuals; you can explore a set of in-
article interactive visualization tools that will help you 
share insights with your readers.



Publish
Publish a data article - brief, peer-reviewed publications 
about research data. Sharing data enables others to gain 
new insights and make interpretations for their own 
research. Thanks to a detailed dataset description, the 
data published in data articles can be reused, re-analyzed.



Declare
To encourage transparency, we encourage authors to 
state the availability of their data. This allows authors 
unable to share data to indicate why data is not available 
to access or appropriate to post. Authors can specify why 
data is not available. The statement will appear with the 
article on ScienceDirect.



Cite
Get credit for your work by citing your research data in 
your article and adding a data reference to the reference 
list. This ensures you get the recognition for the data you 
shared and/or applied for your research.



Tip 8

Store, link, enrich, publish, declare, cite 
(your) research data







Research 
Assessment



Tip 9

Make sure you get the credit! Create your 
own research profile – attributed to a unique 
ORCID.
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Death of the long-
form article?



Peng, Roger D. “Reproducible Research in Computational Science.” Science 
(New York, N.y.) 334.6060 (2011): 1226–1227. PMC. Web. 25 Aug. 2017.



Human 
Consumption



“Machines are our 
most avid Readers”



Search Engine 
Optimization



Tip 10

Your abstract, title  and key words are prime 
sources for SEO. Make sure they include 
concepts that are highly relevant to your 
research



Smart Content



Smart Content is information, 
typically originating in 
"unstructured" formats, that is 
findable, reusable, more profitable 
for the producer, and more useful 
for the consumer.

Seth Grimes
www.linkedin.com/in/grimes



Mexico Researcher Insights 2017

Answers

Data

Content

No idea who 
this is …
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Cross-Article 
Enrichment
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Ontology
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Knowledge 
Graph
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We are committed in-article 

enrichments

It’s all about author choice

Research is diversifying

Machines are your most avid 

readers

Future of the article?



Tip 11

If you disagree, agree, or have any 
questions: please come and find me at the 
conference, or …



m.cleeren@elsevier.com
https://www.elsevier.com/authors/author-services/enrichments




